
The scans can be exported as 
PDF, Searchable PDF, TIFF and 
OCR(Word). E.g. here after 
selecting languages and confirm-
ing, a new OCR(Word) file is 
generated.

Support “Batch” processing of multiple modes. E.g. 
“Crop” the images with specific area and confirm.

Select 
images to be 
processed.

Setting basic parameters of 
software (System, Scanner & 
Visual Presenter functions).

Optimize the processed separate image.

Open file location, if 
necessary, rename 
the folder.

After scanning and 
processing images, click 
here to close the preview 
window.

Review your needs to 
select proper Color mode 
and Processing method. 
e.g. For book scanning 
usually [B&W] and [Facing 
Pages]. 

Auto scan on: system 
automatically scans after 
each flipping.

Scan button

This frame shows 
the under process-
ing images.

For all functions the Tooltips will fade-in.

Set file saving path, 
if necessary, create 
a new folder.

Specific user manual get from www.czur.com/support

3. When scanning glossy materials like magazine, coated paper, photo, switch the anti-reflection side lights ON and main lights OFF for best effect.
4. If necessary, use the book cover baffle to cover protruding book covers and use the finger cots to hold down edge of the book (this can be removed by software 
automatically).
5. Start CZUR Scanner software, click the [Scanner] function, the main menu pops up. Choose [Scan] on the top and enter the preview window. When scanning 
books, the 3 laser lines of the scanner must be on the covered pages, and turn the page after flash of laser lines. 
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1. When scanning books, lift the V-shaped book rest slightly and move it, so that the spine of the book lies in the middle of the rest.
2. Place the book at the center of the book rest. Check the LCD on the head portion. Ensure that the black area of the book rest covers the entire screen and the 
desk surface or random edges are not included within the scan. 


